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Customer Focused - Business Trends that Needs to be Adopted
Customer centricity is a term that is the driving force behind every business or professional 
strategy. It can be roughly translated as a way of conducting business which generates 
positive customer experiences before and after the transaction. This includes advertising, 
promotional activities, interacting with customers, consequent customer support, and 
responsiveness to queries.  In this age of digital customers, customer experience has become 
more important than ever.  From a customer’s point of view, the required information on a 
website or software application has to be located easily and instantly, without having to 
exploexplore the entire website/application. However, several businesses as well as establishments 
that include government agencies and professional organizations lack appropriate 
customer-centricity in their digital presences. This needs to be rectied as “Customer is always 
the King”.  Here are some aspects of an enterprise website that will decide if it is 
customer-centric or not:

Structure

Navigation

Responsiveness

The website’s structure is the rst impression given to visitors and it 

is crucial in ensuring that they remain on the website for a 

considerable amount of time. Visitors to a company’s website should 

easily be able to locate what they require and should be able to do so 

without assistance from others. The point is that a customer should 

visit the website with a purpose and leave with a solution.

Can a visitor easily navigate between pages? Does the person know 

how to nd the required information? The presence of an accurate 

site-map, proper navigation menus and also good instructions are 

required on a company’s website. It is similar to various shelves and 

sections in a store of consumer goods. Customers can easily locate 

exactly what require to purchase. This sort of navigation is required 

in an enterprise website.

This is the crux of a customer-centric website. Can a customer access 

a company’s website in the same manner from a device of any size 

and screen resolution?  It is wrong to assume that every customer 

visits a website from a desktop computer. Hence, a website design 

needs to be responsive to all devices. Moreover, Google has made 

mobile responsiveness as one of the mandatory factors to achieve 
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Newsbytes

Google Enables Automatic Deletion of Data

Facebook is going for a revamp!

Pluto TV offers an affordable pitch in the Netix Era

The search engine giant announced on 8th May 2019 that it will soon let 

users automatically delete old location information and web history it has 

saved on everyone who uses Google services. As opposed to manually 

having to wipe their histories, with the new feature Google users will be able 

pick a length of time, either three months or 18 months, that Google will 

save the data. Currently, users are required to visit Google and delete this 

information or turn it off completely.  Users can soon tell all Google to delete 

allall information older than a certain age which is either three or 18 months — 

on a rolling basis.

Mark Zuckerberg announced a major redesign of the company’s apps and 

adding to his recent comments that the future of Facebook is focused on 

privacy. Some of the changes announced will be made on Facebook 

messenger, WhatsApp and Instagram apps. A new design for the mobile 

app highlights the Groups that users have joined  and now shows a 

personalized feed of activity across all the groups people are part of in a 

special tab.The intention according to Mark Zuckerburg was to make 

FaFacebook’s services faster, more private and more social.

Pluto TV is a free video-streaming service built on the idea that 

consumers will put up with old-fashioned commercial breaks if they 

can avoid shelling out $6.99 to $14.99 in monthly subscription fees to 

the big digital players. It offers an enticing collection of more than 100 

channels and thousands of free movies and TV shows for the low, low 

price of absolutely nothing. The company, founded in 2013, has steadily 

added channels and viewers, and it now counts roughly 15 million 

acactive users.
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Value to the Company - Are you an asset?

Time Management

According to a press release by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (U.S. Department of Labor), the total nonfarm 

payroll employment increased considerably in April and unemployment rate decreased further by 3.6%.  

This will continue in May and through summer months. Hence there are several employment opportunities 

but is the workforce prepared for the same? Academic qualications, experience and technical skills may 

get you a job but these are not enough to sustain growth in the career cycle. Besides, the competition is 

high as there are several candidates for the same job opening. The key to job security is the adoption of soft 

skskills. Soft skills such as comprehensive listening and holding eloquent conversations are important when 

it comes to personal growth at work. Working in a company or professional establishment requires 

blending with the company culture, coordination with the rest of the team, obtaining qualications outside 

an assigned responsibility, and multi-tasking. Emphasis should be given on excelling in more than technical 

skills. Two of the basic soft skills sought by every employer are:

This is the age of automation and Articial Intelligence.  Employees need to 

show maximum productivity while maintaining the highest standards of 

quality to remain of value. Hence, the necessity of doing multiple tasks 

within a x period of time will arise.  Proper time management is required to 

ensure all tasks are completed accurately as per the schedule. This is one of 

the primary soft skills that need to be mastered. Employees are suggested to 

chart out all their plans for the day as soon as they begin work. Specic times 

should be allotshould be allotted for each task and any sort of deviation should be avoided.

Collaboration with Team
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A successful business is teamwork and not focused on an individual 

person. Every stage in a single project is handled by different members 

with unique mindsets. This may generate disagreements in schedules and 

work expectations. Yet, proper collaboration and coordination are 

required with other team members. Any problem with fellow team mates 

should be handled professionally and resolved smoothly. It shouldn’t 

impact the company’s activities. Moreover, the company’s success should 

bebe prioritized above individual excellence. It is like playing a football 

match. The players and positions will be different. But the common goal is 

to defeat the opponent team and win the match; now many goals each 

player strikes.



Happenings at SGS

Current Job Openings at SGS

IT Recruiter (Jacksonville, Florida) 

SGS Technologie participated in TECH DAY AT THE 

CAPITOL event held at Tallahassee. We were assigned a 

booth from which several policy makers, 

government-office holders and even private-company 

representatives learnt about the unique qualities of SGS.

TThis event gave SGS more exposure and also increased 

awarness about our brand-name among appropirate 

government officials and others. SGS aims to go much 

ahead from the connections we made at TECH DAY AT 

THE CAPITOL.

The company is growing and so is is team. SGS Technologie is venturing into more domains and requires 

highly skilled employees for various roles. These are a list of the openings for which we require immediate 

recruitment:

The person should have experience in complete IT Recruitment Life Cycle from sourcing, screening, 

interviewing, negotiating and following up with candidates. Responsibilities will include building a decent 

pipeline or database of candidates - Evaluating and validating technical resumes through search engines 

(Dice.com, Monster.com). – Good experience in doing Boolean search is preferred. 

Hadoop SPARK Developer (Jacksonville, Florida)
Experience in Hadoop, MapReduce, Hbase/Relevant NoSQL Technologies in real-life large scale Big Data 

projects is required. In addition, programming experience in SCALA is mandatory while experience with 

Apache SQL and Hortonworks HDP is preferred. The ideal candidate will also have prociency in soft skills 

such as communication (verbal and written) and experience in Healthcare domain.

Sr. Java Developer (Jacksonville, Florida)

Minimum requirements include experience in designing, coding, testing, debugging, and documenting 

software applications. The candidate should be able to devise or modify procedures for solving complex 

problems that are related to computer equipment capacity and limitations, operating time, as well as 

desired results.
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